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NIFTY (Weekly)

Nifty broke below crucial level of 4920 & went down till 4687.Nifty on weekly candle stick 
charts has formed a dark cloud cover and a confirmation .So Nifty is likely to see some 
more selling pressure and we can see lower levels once Nifty closes below 4670.Nifty may 
reach levels around 4500 & 4358.Support for the Nifty is seen at 4670 (20 Weeks moving 
Average) ,4500 & 4358.Resistance to the up move is seen at 4780 ,4860 (50DMA) & 4920.



Stock of the Week:     
RENUKA SUGAR
Closing price: 186.55
Recommendation: Sell around 192
Target: 167
Stop Loss: Closing above 203

RENUKA SUGAR has given a closing below an uptrend line .So we recommend to sell the stock 
around 192 levels for a Target of 167 with stop loss above 203 on closing basis.

EQUITIES

SCRIP NAME LAST 
CLOSE

TREND OUTLOOK

1 ABAN 1274.60 DOWN Buy when it falls around 
1230-1156 ,Target 
1400,SL 1049.50

2 AUROBINDO 
PHARMA

751 DOWN Sell around 785,Target 
725-675,SL closing above 

815.
3 FSL 34.70 UP Buy around 34,Target 

40,SL closing below 30.90

4 RELIANCE 1931 DOWN Sell around 1950,Target 
1814,SL 2050.10.

*The above stocks are recommended only for the current week



 
                                                                           

FOLLOW UP OF CALLS:

S.
N

SCRIP NAME LAST 
CLOSE

RECOMMENDATION OUTCOME

1 GAIL 348 Sell around 
369,Target 355-
345,SL 372.10

Both Targets 
Achieved

2 DRREDDY 1011.40 Buy above 965,Target 
1000-1020,SL 944

Both Targets 
Achieved

3 GVKPIL 44 Buy around 
48.50,Target 55,SL 
closing below 47

SL Triggered

4 ACC 751 Sell below 750,Target 
700,SL 771.10

Low Made 726

5 HIND ZINC 905 Buy around 
905,Target 984,SL 
876.90

SL Triggered

(Source:All the information and opinions mentioned above are purely based on Technical Analysis)

Disclaimer
The document is for information purposes only and ought to be constructed as an advice on investment or any other subject,  
neither be construed as an offer or solicitation for the purchase and sale of any other subject, nor be construed as an offer or  
solicitation for the purchase and sale of any Equity cash & futures. It is based on information available in the public domain  
and compiled from the sources believed to be reliable, though we have not independently verified its authenticity,accuracy or  
completeness and as such do not make any representation to effect  and opinions given herein based on such information  
ought to be taken in this background. For the information, statements and opinions given, made or expressed herein or from 
any omission here from, neither Fairwealth Securities Pvt. Ltd., its directors, officers ,employees,subsidiaries,affiliates and  
accept any responsibility of whatsoever nature, nor shall they be held liable in any manner for the consequence of any action  
taken by you based on the information opinion contained herein. You are advised to take informed decisions in consultation  
with  an  independent  advisor.  Fairwealth  Securities  Pvt.  Ltd.,its  directors  ,officers,  employees,  subsidiaries  ,affiliates  and 
associates may have a position in any of the equities cash & futures mentioned in this report. 
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